Big Pharma a Big Winner in Trump’s Proposed Tax Plan
Five Big Pharma Corporations Stand to Reap $46.8 Billion Tax Break for as a Reward for
Hoarding Profits Abroad
Nov. 3, 2017 – The tax proposal supported by President Donald Trump and congressional
Republicans would give five top pharmaceutical corporations a $46.8 billion tax break.
Table: Five pharmaceutical corporations hoarding more than $290 billion in profits abroad
could avoid paying $46.8 billion in taxes under the administration’s proposed tax break.
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$198,944

$40,700

$13,954

$26,746

13

$37,600

$13,100

$4,491

$8,609

Amgen

9

$36,600
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Baxter
International

7

$9,300

$2,600

$891

$1,709

Biogen Idec

14

$7,600

$2,050

$702.86

$1,347

TOTALS

200

$290,044

$65,550

$24,428.57

$46,821

*Adjusted calculations in these columns represent estimates of the companies’ actual tax liabilities, which are calculated by
subtracting overseas tax liabilities from the U.S. tax owed at 35%. Source: Public Citizen analysis of data from the Institute on
Taxation and Economic Policy and Americans for Tax Fairness.

The Big Pharma corporations, whose offshore tax holdings and estimated tax bills were
revealed in recent reports by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy 1 and Americans
for Tax Fairness,2 collectively hold more than $290 billion offshore, much of which is booked
to their 200 tax haven subsidiaries across the globe.
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The administration’s plan would allow corporations a discounted tax rate on profits held
offshore at 12 percent if the corporations bring their profits back to the U.S. 3 (Though the
idea that the profits are actually held outside of the U.S. is a misconception.) The Trump-GOP
tax plan proposes a 12 percent tax on liquid assets and a 5 percent tax on illiquid assets. The
standard U.S. tax rate for corporations has been 35 percent, though corporations’ effective
tax rates tend to be much lower.4
Rather than straightforwardly applying the 12 percent to offshore income, technically what the
House Republicans’ proposal does is exclude 65.7 percent of the specified income from taxation
upon repatriation and applies the full tax rate to the 34.3 percent left over. Therefore, the
methodology for calculating how much companies would owe under the proposal is to multiply
how much they’ve previously disclosed owing by 34.3 percent (or, more precisely, 12/35). To
calculate how much they would save then involves just subtracting how much they would under
the proposal by how much they owe now.
Among pharmaceutical corporations, the greatest share of offshore profits and potential tax
savings come from Pfizer, which holds an estimated $198.9 billion in profits in 157 offshore
tax havens. Among all corporations known to be avoiding paying U.S. taxes by holding profits
abroad, Pfizer is second only to Apple, which holds an estimated $246 billion of its profits in
offshore tax havens. The value of a tax holiday that lowers the corporations’ tax liability on
offshore profits is an estimated $26.7 billion for Pfizer.
The value of the tax cut for other Big Pharma corporations is $8.6 billion for Gilead Sciences,
$8.4 billion for Amgen, $1.7 billion for Baxter International and $1.3 billion for Biogen Idec.
The sum total of these five corporations’ tax cut on offshore profits under the Trump
proposal is $46.8 billion.
President Trump repeatedly has criticized the pharmaceutical industry for “getting away
with murder” by price-gouging patients while reaping astronomical profits. 5 The president’s
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words echo public outrage about drug prices and Big Pharma profits, which polls 6
repeatedly 7 demonstrate. 8
However, despite Trump’s tough-on-pharma rhetoric, the president’s actions show a
consistent pattern of favoring the industry. Scott Gottlieb, Trump’s choice to lead the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, is a former venture capitalist and major pharmaceutical
industry investor who has received a total of $414,000 from multiple drug and medical
device companies – including Pfizer, AstraZeneca, GlaxoSmithKline, Bristol-Myers Squibb
and Valeant Pharmaceuticals. 9 Joe Grogan, a former Gilead Sciences lobbyist, is the associate
director of health programs in the Trump White House’s Office of Management and Budget. 10
Grogan is leading a secretive working group responsible for developing Trump’s stillunreleased executive order on drug prices, and is expected to include a series of pharmafriendly policies that will do little to help struggling consumers. 11
Under Trump, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services has delayed implementing a
rule that would punish drug companies for overcharging hospitals that serve low-income
communities. 12 Big Pharma would have seen an additional $28 billion tax cut over the next
ten years if Trump and the Republican-controlled Congress had succeeded in repealing the
Affordable Care Act.13 Trump’s Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross has said the problem with
prescription drug prices is not that they are too expensive in the U.S. – it’s that they’re too
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cheap abroad.14 Finally, Trump is reportedly poised to replace disgraced Health and Human
Services Secretary Tom Price 15 with Alex Azar, a former Eli Lilly executive. 16
A $46.8 billion tax break would be one more tremendous gift from Trump to Big Pharma –
and an affront to taxpayers who pay their fair share. It will do nothing to reduce drug prices
or increase research and development. It is, simply, a windfall to a super-profitable industry,
and a reward to those who have most aggressively pursued tax-avoidance measures.
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